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Calculating “Pass-Through” Rates in Price-Fixing Cases –
What’s in the Economist’s Toolbox?1
Jon Tomlin

Despite calculations by damages experts retained by Best Buy that it had sustained up to $770 million in damages as a
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determining that Best Buy had not sustained any indirect purchaser damages.2 The jury award was consistent with the
opinion of the defense’s economic expert that Best Buy had “passed-through” the vast majority of any overcharges it
sustained to its own customers. The degree of “pass-through,” which is the proportion of an overcharge that the purchaser
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as well. The ever expanding list of conspiracies being uncovered in the automotive industry (now numbering over thirty
separate parts which are inputs into automotive manufacturing) alone demonstrates this.4
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the pass-through issue. In other words, I explain “what’s in the economist’s toolbox.” While economic theory has long been
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amount of “pass-through” only in specialized circumstances. Economists have employed statistical methods in numerous
studies of pass-through rates and have developed a fairly comprehensive set of econometric tools. As is typically the case
in litigation, however, economic experts can apply these tools in different (and not always appropriate) ways.
Non-Statistical Evidence on Pass-Through Rates
It is unclear whether (and under what circumstances) future courts will accept non-statistical evidence of pass-through rates
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recent trial in In Re: Urethane Antitrust Litigation'   ;  %   '  '   % 
were fully passed-on based on “historical documents and testimony” without any statistical evidence of a pass-through rate.5
The court in In Re: Cathode Ray Tube Antitrust Litigation referred to the plaintiffs’ expert’s use of documentary evidence and
economic theory in assessing pass-through rates when recently denying the motion to exclude the testimony of that expert.6
However, the plaintiffs’ economic expert had also performed econometric estimates of pass-through rates.
Non-statistical evidence on pass-through rates may come from several sources. Economists may apply economic theory on
pass-through rates to prevailing industry conditions to draw conclusions about likely pass-through rates. The use of mark-up
pricing rules by industry participants can provide evidence regarding pass-through rates. Although such rules will often not
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100%. Evidence from deposition testimony, company documents, industry publications, or some combination of these may
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provide some guidance on whether pass-through occurs but will often not provide a precise estimate of pass-through rates
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pass-through rate.
With regard to the application of economic theory to assess pass-through rates, economists developed the theory of how
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   " The literature on the incidence of a tax is focused on determining the extent to which a new tax or an
increase in an existing tax results in higher prices (i.e., is “passed-through”) to consumers. Determining the pass-through of
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tax for decades can be applied to understand whether or not a direct purchaser will pass-through an overcharge, and if so,
to what degree.
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demand and supply of the product sold by the retailer (economists call this the “elasticity” of the supply and demand curves).
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Economic theory demonstrates that pass-through can range from a low of zero to over 100%. It can be zero (or near
zero) in some circumstances in which not all direct purchasers face an overcharge. In this case, competitive pressure
from suppliers who did not experience an increase in costs may limit the ability of direct purchasers to pass through an
overcharge. The pass-through can be more than 100% in some circumstances when direct purchasers participate in an
industry that is less than perfectly competitive. Consider, for example, a retailer with a pricing strategy of marking-up prices
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by its suppliers, the marginal cost of this retailer increased by $10 to $60. In order to maintain a constant margin of 50%,
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costs. Thus, evidence that an industry is highly competitive and characterized by constant costs is support for concluding
that there is a high pass-through rate. Without knowledge of the elasticity of demand and supply (measures that are often
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rate only in specialized circumstances. In a variety of circumstances (e.g.%
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theory alone cannot yield a precise estimate of the pass-through rate although it may provide a sense of the magnitude (i.e.,
whether it is likely to be high or low).
Econometric Tools for Calculating “Pass-Through”
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academic literature after the Supreme Court’s decision in Illinois Brick in 1977.8 Consistent with economic theory indicating
that pass-through is determined by the elasticity of both the demand curve and the supply curve, Landes and Posner argued
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elasticities. Contrary to this opinion, Harris and Sullivan argued that the pass-through rate would be 100% (or nearly so)
due to competitive conditions and constant costs in most instances and, therefore, that determining pass-through rates
would often be a reasonably simple endeavor.10
Further work in the area of pass-through rates has demonstrated that both of these extreme viewpoints were incorrect.
Over the past several decades, studies have calculated pass-through rates for numerous products ranging from gasoline to
processed cheese.11' %&          % 
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Landes and Posner’s assumption that it is necessary to calculate the elasticities of demand and supply in order to calculate
pass-through rates, numerous researchers have directly calculated pass-through rates in a variety of industries by using
'   %  & C %    F'  ;        "13 Contrary to the arguments
by Harris and Sullivan that the pass-through rate could often be presumed to be 100%, empirical studies on pass-through
rates have found pass-through rates from far less than 50% to over 100% depending on the product and whether or not
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They should also not allow expert testimony that simply presumes a 100% pass-through rate.
There are several issues that should be assessed in determining an appropriate statistical model of the pass-through of
overcharges and which will often be subjects of contention between experts. For example, there will often be a time lag
between a price increase for an input (e.g., an LCD screen) and the pass-through of a price change in that input to the
     9e.g., a computer monitor containing that LCD screen). The way such time lags are accounted for
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overcharge model, it may be important to account for product differences. Whether a pass-through rate is calculated
on an absolute basis (e.g., for each $1 increase in cost, there is a 90 cent increase in the price) or a percentage basis
(e.g., for each 1% increase in cost there is a .5% increase in price) can be important. In addition, technical econometric
considerations like the treatment of “serial correlation” can come into play, and there are often divergent opinions between
economists on the appropriate treatment of such technical statistical issues. There have been more articles calculating
' '  '  %   '          ' "'     '
disagreements between experts with regard to the pass-through issue, but it certainly will not eliminate them.
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Conclusion
+          '         '%        '
assessment of “pass-through” in the determination of damages. While non-statistical tools exist for examining the issue of
pass-through, these tools will often be available only in limited cases and, even then, may not allow a precise calculation of
the pass-through rate (as opposed to simply a sense of the order of magnitude of pass-through). The statistical toolbox for
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be applied in different ways (sometimes yielding very different results). Economic experts will likely continue offering highly
divergent views of the magnitude of pass-through (and, therefore, the magnitude of damages) in numerous future price    ' ''
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